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Abstract
This paper presents the development and validation of a one-dimensional radial turbine model able to be used in automotive
turbocharger simulations. The model has been validated using results from a numerical 3D CFD simulation of stationary and
pulsating flow in a variable geometry radial turbine. As the CFD analysis showed, the main non-quasi-steady behavior of the
turbine is due to the volute geometry, so special care was taken in order to properly model it while maintaining low computational
costs. The flow in the volute has been decomposed in its radial and azimuthal direction. The azimuthal flow corresponds to the
flow moving along the volute, while the radial flow is computed by coupling its flow with a stator model. Although the stator
caused fewer accumulation effects than the volute, a small accumulation model has been used for it, which also allows to compute
the evolution of the flow inside the turbine with lower costs. The flow in the moving rotor can be considered quasi-steady, so a
zero-dimensional model for the rotor has been developed. Several losses models where implemented for both the stator and the
rotor. The results show good agreement with the CFD computations.
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1. Introduction
Turbocharged engines date back to the 1920’s, starting with
aircraft engines and big ship engines, and it is a well-established
technology. During the last two decades, tighter emission regu-
lations and rising fuel costs have been driving engine manufac-
turers to use turbochargers in an ever-increasing number. This
has led to the parallel development of fast zero-dimensional
and one-dimensional computational codes for engine simula-
tion that allows manufacturers to improve their designs. The
usual assumption while computing turbochargers attached to
one-dimensional gas dynamic codes is to simulate them in a
quasi-steady manner using gas-stand measured maps.
Quasi-steady simulations based in turbine maps present three
main drawbacks: no extrapolation capabilities, heat transfer
and mechanical losses coupling with the measured performance
and efficiency and result discrepancies when simulating pul-
sating flow. Some authors have devoted great efforts in the
last decade to the research and development of codes that not
only simulates the turbocharger in a quasi-steady manner, but
also extrapolate turbine maps [1]. Payri et al. [2] presented
a physically-based methodology to extrapolate turbine maps.
Heat transfer properties of turbochargers can be determined and
used to compute the behaviour of the turbocharger under ar-
bitrary temperature conditions [3, 4, 5, 6]. Mechanical losses
models show also an important role in the prediction of tur-
bocharger performance under both steady-state and pulsating
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flow conditions [7, 8]. To address the main effects in turbine
performance under unsteady flow, both experimental and nu-
merical tests must be carried out. The general opinion is that
the impeller can be treated as quasi-stationary, whereas almost
all the accumulation and wave effects are located in the volute
[9, 10]. Hakeem et al. [11] tested the influence of the volute
geometry in turbine performance under steady and unsteady
conditions, showing differences in the observed behaviour be-
tween steady-state and unsteady tests. Although done for a ra-
dial compressor, Abdelmadjid et al. [12] showed big effects in
compressor performance due to variations in its volute geome-
try using CFD simulations.
Different authors cope with radial turbine unsteadiness in
different ways. One of the typical assumptions can be seen in
the work from Chen et al. [13], where the volute is simulated
using a one-dimensional tapered pipe of a certain length, while
solving the rotor using a quasi-steady model. More rencetly,
Chiong et al. [14] predict single entry turbine performance with
a one-dimensional model coupled with a mean-line model of
the rotor. In their model, the volute is approximated by an
straight duct with a length of half the real volute length and the
rotor is also modelled using an straight pipe, with two pressure
drop boundaries. The results from the one-dimensional calcu-
lation are then used with a mean-line model of the rotor to com-
pute its efficiency. Macek et al. [15] compute the whole turbine
using one-dimensional sub-models, adding appropriate source
terms in the rotor to take into account its rotational movement,
but uses an equivalent, half-length one-dimensional volute duct.
A comprehensive overview of the different methods developed
up to the year 2010 can be found in [16].
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The research team from which the authors form part has a
long history of one-dimensional ICE code development dating
back to 1984, going up to the latest developments in heat trans-
fer and mechanical losses modelling in turbochargers 1 [5, 7].
The prior turbine model developed by this research team, while
satisfactorily used in ICE simulations and capable of predict-
ing the turbine unsteady behaviour, has some quirks for map
extrapolation and high-frequency response. This has led to the
development of a new model more able at transient and high-
amplitude pulsating flow applications, which has proven to give
better mass flow rate and turbine power output oscillation am-
plitude predictions during high frequency and high amplitude
simulations.
This work is divided as follows: first, a basic description
of the model is shown; second, the model is validated against
CFD results; then, the main conclusions are presented; finally,
the model is described in detail in an appendix.
2. Model description
The objective of the model described in the present work is
to properly simulate the behaviour of a radial automotive tur-
bine under unsteady operation with a small computational cost.
The research group from which the authors of this paper form
part has satisfactorily developed a prior adiabatic automotive
turbine model, as can be seen in the work from Serrano et al.
[17]. The model is corrected due to heat losses with a nodal
model as shown in Olmeda et al. [5]. Although this model
shows good results in realistic test cases, as can be seen in [18],
its response starts to degrade at high frequencies and its extrapo-
lation capabilities are limited when a low number of points from
the turbine map is available. In order to improve its response at
high frequencies, an improved volute model is needed; to im-
prove its extrapolation capabilities, a better model of the stator
and rotor is required. In order to not penalise the simulation
time when connected to a full engine model, its computational
speed is also critical: it is expected that one-dimensional en-
gine models will be used in the near future for hardware-in-the-
loop simulations, which are nowadays done with quasi-steady
models as seen in the work from Du et al. [19]. A model that
can compute the entropy generation of the different elements of
the turbine is desirable and should allow to develop methods to
minimise those inefficiencies, such as in the work from Cheng
and Liang [20].
The model described in this paper has been fed with data
from a CFD campaign made by the authors’ research group,
whose results where published in [10]. In that work, an auto-
motive radial turbine was simulated with straight ducts attached
to its inlet and outlet, behaving similarly to a turbine in a tur-
bocharger gas stand. The different sections considered in the
computational domain are described in Table 1:
The simulated boundary conditions were of constant pres-
sure at the domain outlet and sinusoidal in total pressure with
1The code developed by this team is available under a copyleft license at
http://www.openwam.org for peer-review by other researchers
Section number Description
0 Domain inlet
1 Turbine inlet
2 Volute outlet - stator inlet
3 Stator outlet - rotor inlet
4 Rotor outlet
5 Turbine outlet
6 Domain outlet
Table 1: Situation of the different sections considered in the computational
domain.
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
Section 5
Section 3 Section 2
Figure 1: CFD domain with highlighted sections.
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isentropic evolution of total temperature at the domain inlet.
Several pressure oscillation frequencies were used. The results
from these simulations were used to calibrate and validate the
model developed in the present work. A scheme of the CFD do-
main is shown in Figure 1 , where some of the sections where
the flow variables were monitored are drawn. The sections are
described in Table 1
The model is fully presented in Appendix A, and a shallow
explanation is exposed in the following paragraphs. The sim-
plified model consists of the following parts:
• One-dimensional ducts: the small turbine inlet duct be-
fore the volute tongue, the turbine outlet duct and the
volume of the stator (where small accumulation effects
may appear).
• One-dimensional duct with source terms generated by ra-
dial flow: the volute.
• Constant stagnation enthalpy elements: the stator noz-
zles.
• Constant rothalpy element: the rotor.
The section numbering used in Table 2 is maintained for
consistency purposes, but other boundaries between elements
appear, such as the connection between the turbine inlet duct
and the volute or the recirculating connection in the volute tongue.
All the one-dimensional elements are solved using a high-
resolution (see [21]), Riemann-solver (such as in the work from
Einfeld [22] or Toro et al. [23]) based finite-volume method:
dw¯i
dt
=
d
dt
·
 ρρ · u
ρ · cv · T + ρ · u2/2

i
=
(
Ai−1,i · Fi−1,i − Ai,i+1 · Fi,i+1 + Ci)
Vi
(1)
where the density ρi, the temperature Ti and the speed ui are
the mean values at the cell i, Vi is the cell volume, Ai−1,i and
the surface that is in contact between cells i − 1 and i. Fi,i+1
is the flow vector between cells i − 1 and i and is computed
using an approximate Riemann solver and using limited extrap-
olated values for the state vector at both sides of the boundary
in order to obtain second-order total-variation-diminishing be-
haviour. The sources vector Ci contains the terms that affect the
cell globally and not only on the inter-cell interfaces, such as
heat flow.
The non-uniformity of the flow in the volute outlet during
the pulse transmission cannot be captured with such a 1D model
as those of Serrano et al. [17]. This could be done with a quasi-
2D model of the volute, in which the tangential and radial com-
ponents are calculated by imposing conservation of angular mo-
mentum, similar to the work presented by Bozza et al. [24] for a
centrifugal compressor. In the special case of the volute, where
a lateral window permits the air to flow outside of it, the flow
mainly moves along the azimuthal coordinate except near the
window, where an important radial component appears. This
radial component generates source terms for each volute com-
putational cell. The volute is simulated as a tapered duct with
one end connected to the turbine inlet one-dimensional duct,
another end connected again to the first one so some recircula-
tion is possible around the volute tongue, and source terms for
each cell that are computed using the stator results:
Ci =
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
i
·
 1uiht,i
 (2)
The stator is simulated as several constant total enthalpy
elements, each one connected to a volute cell and to a virtual
plenum that lies between the stator and the rotor. Each stator
channel generates source terms for the volute cell to which it is
attached and contributes to the total flow that enters the virtual
plenum. The mass flow rate m˙st,i for the stator channel number
i is:
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
st,i
= A3 ·CDst
Aw,i∑
Aw,i
· sinα3 ·
p2t,i√
R · T2t,i
·
 p2t,ip3
− 1nst,i·
√√√
2 · γ
γ − 1 ·
1 −
 p2t,ip3

1−nst,i
nst,i

(3)
The stator inlet total pressure p2t,i and temperature T2t,i are
computed in the volute cell from which the flow comes, and the
stator outlet pressure p3 is computed in the stator outlet virtual
plenum. The stator outlet total surface A3 is multiplied by the
ratio between the volute cell window surface Aw,i and the to-
tal volute window surface
∑
Aw,i and by a discharge coefficient
CDst to get the stator channel effective area. The polytropic
coefficient nst,i used during the expansion is computed using
a losses model that estimates the stator total pressure loss as
being proportional to the dynamic pressure at the stator inlet.
This total pressure loss model is a simplified Darcy-Weisbach
equation with a constant friction coefficient. Several methods
to model the turbine inefficiencies can be found in [25]. The
stator outlet flow angle α3 is computed using a boundary ele-
ments method (BEM). In order to compute it using BEM, the
flow is supposed to be two-dimensional, homentropic and non-
compressible. This way, the stator blades can be approximated
as flat panels and the flow is computed using a distribution of
discrete potential singularities in the panels and the origin, as
schematically shown in Figure 2. The method is explained in
detail in Appendix A.
The rotor is simulated as a constant rothalpy element. Its
mass, momentum and total enthalpy flow is computed and used
as a boundary flow for the virtual plenum and for the first cell
of the turbine outlet duct. Again, the polytropic coefficient nrt
is computed using several losses models that estimate its total
pressure loss. In this case, however, the rotor relative outlet
flow angle β4 is imposed instead of computed. The rotor mass
flow rate m˙rt is:
3
Origin
Blade vortex
Blade control point
Stator inlet control point
Stator outlet control point
Figure 2: BEM model used to compute the stator outlet flow angle.
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
rt
=
p3t,rel
R · T3t,rel ·
 p3t,relp4
− 1nrt · A4 · sin β42 · γγ − 1 · R · T3t,rel ·
1 −
 p3t,relp4

1−nrt
nrt

−ω2 ·
(
r2rt,in − r¯2rt,out
)} 1
2
(4)
The rotor inlet total relative pressure p3t,rel and temperature
T3t,rel are computed in Equation A.25 and Equation A.24. The
rotor outlet pressure p4 is the pressure of the first computational
cell of the turbine outlet duct. The rotor wheel inlet rrt,in and
mean outlet radius r¯rt,out and the rotor outlet section A4 are phys-
ically measurable, while the relative outlet flow angle β4 is very
similar to the metal angle but has a small deflection from it.
Finally, the full model is time-integrated using a classical
ordinary differential equations (ODE) solving scheme.
The model uses four adjusting parameters that can be ob-
tained using a turbine map or CFD data: a stator passage losses
coefficient Kst,loss, the optimum rotor inlet flow angle β3,opt, a
rotor passage losses coefficient Krt,loss,psg and the rotor outlet
relative flow angle β4. Other model parameters are geometric
and can be obtained using CAD files or direct measurement of
the turbine, if it is available.
3. Validation and results discussion
The simplified model has been validated against U-RANS
simulations done by Galindo et al. [10]. The simulations where
done using a k − ω SST model for turbulence, maintaining a
y+ equal to one, which usually is the preferred model when
computing turbomachinery, as seen in Galindo et al. [26]. The
convective terms were computed using a second-order upwind
scheme and the unsteady terms were integrated using a first-
order implicit scheme in time. 1.8◦ of rotor turning per time-
step were used, and the mesh was formed by 2 million cells. In
order to take into account the rotor movement, a sliding mesh
model were used. A mesh independence analysis was carried
out to assess the validity of the results.
The boundary conditions consisted of an isentropic pulsat-
ing total pressure and temperature inlet and a constant static
pressure outlet. The total pressure at the inlet described a pure
sinusoidal evolution. The rotor speed was maintained constant.
The different cases are described in Table 2.
Case Rotor speed B.C. frequency Inlet total pressure
1 90 krpm 50 Hz 100 kPa to 220 kPa
2 90 krpm 130 Hz 100 kPa to 220 kPa
3 180 krpm 50 Hz 150 kPa to 330 kPa
4 180 krpm 130 Hz 150 kPa to 330 kPa
Table 2: Simulated cases.
All the data has been simulated also using a totally unidi-
mensional equivalent volute, while keeping the stator and rotor
models. As there is no information about the stator inlet angle
using this approach, the stator outlet angle has been set to the
mean value obtained from the 3D simulations.
Figure 3 shows the turbine inlet corrected mass flow rate
m˙∗1 versus the turbine total to static expansion ratio, p1t/p5. The
turbine inlet corrected mass flow rate is described as:
m˙∗1 = m˙1 ·
√
T1t
Tre f
· pre f
p1t
(5)
where the reference temperature is Tre f = 288.15 K and the
reference pressure pre f = 101 325 Pa. The figure shows good
agreement between the CFD computation and the simplified
model results. At the highest frequency, the amplitude of the
oscillation is slightly overestimated using the old volute model,
while the quasi-bidimiensional approximation shows better be-
haviour.
The corrected mass flow rate for the stator m˙∗st and the rotor
m˙∗rt are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Their mass flow rates
are corrected using the stator inlet total pressure and tempera-
ture and the rotor inlet total pressure and temperature, respec-
tively. Again, the results are satisfactory in both cases. The
rotor shows its biggest discrepancies at high speeds and low
expansion ratios: this can be explained by the constant rotor
outlet relative flow angle approach, and should be corrected in
future works. In these cases, the amplitude of the mass flow
rate oscillation is higher and better reproduced using the quasi-
bidimensional volute.
Figure 6 shows the results for the stator outlet flow angle.
The simplified model is not able to reproduce the biggest os-
cillations. However, this does not suppose big problems in the
turbine power output nor its mass flow rate. The potential stator
hypothesis can’t stand against the fact that, when the biggest
discrepancies appear, the expansion ratio and, thus, the flow
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speed is very low, easing the appearance of non-isentropic be-
haviour such as boundary layer and wake growth and flow de-
tachment, a can be seen in Figure 7. In this figure, streamlines
are plotted at two different times for case 2. At the lowest ex-
pansion ratio, the flow is almost tangential to the rotor and flow
detachments appear. This kind of flow behaviour is not taken
into account using potential flow theory and, thus, can not be
computed properly without further refinements of the model.
Flow detachment appear at stator expansion ratios less than 1.15
and turbine expansion ratios around 1.5 in the turbine that the
authors studied, but further studies are needed to give a general
rule for different turbines.
Figure 8 shows the differences between the CFD and the
simple model stator polytropic coefficient. The mean value
and some of the variations are correctly taken into account, but
the model underestimates the amplitude of the oscillation. The
cases at 90 krpm where simulated with a very broad range of ex-
pansion ratios, even generating negative power output. At very
low expansion ratios, the polytropic coefficient experiences large
variations, presumably due to flow detachment. The differences
in the streamlines are clearly visible in Figure 7, where the same
case is plotted for a high expansion ratio and a low expansion
ratio. At high expansion ratios, the flow is perfectly attached
to the stator blade, while recirculation bubbles and full detach-
ments appear in the very low expansion ratio case. While the
stator head loss is approximately proportional to the dynamic
pressure at its inlet in quasi-stationary or low frequency bound-
ary conditions with attached flow, it begins to differ as accumu-
lation effects and flow detachments rise.
Figure 9 shows the differences between the CFD and the
simple model rotor polytropic coefficient. Again, large varia-
tions appear at very low expansion ratios. Albeit not perfectly,
the general shape of the polytropic coefficient excursion is re-
produced and, thus, the power output is satisfactorily computed:
as can be seen in Table 3 and in Figure 10, the error commit-
ted while computing the power output is small. As in the stator
case, the flow recirculates at very low expansion ratios, difficult-
ing the polytropic coefficient estimation. A possible improve-
ment in the accuracy could be achieved by means of two-zone
modelling during recirculation events, using different models
for attached and detached flow.
Figure 10 shows the turbine power output plotted against
the turbine expansion ratio. The biggest errors appear at the
highest expansion ratios, where the polytropic coefficient is un-
derestimated, and at the lower expansion ratios, where it is over-
estimated. Further refinements of the losses modelling should
correct this discrepancies.
Figure 11 shows the volute outlet velocity distribution at
four different times for the case at 181 krpm and 130 Hz. The
volute outlet speed is plotted against an angular coordinate: this
angular coordinate begins at the volute tongue, with positive
angles measured in the normal flow direction. The model has
been computed using an unusually large number of cells for the
volute, 90. The stator screws generate some blockage effect,
so the volute outlet surface has been reduced in the presence of
these fixing screws. The simple model is able to reproduce the
dynamic behaviour across the volute, what it is expected to give
it better high frequency prediction capabilities than more simple
models, like using an straight duct for computing the volute.
Figure 12 shows the volute total temperature at different angular
positions. Again, the model is able to estimate this temperature
distribution across the volute thanks to the quasi-bidimensional
approach for volute modelling, giving results that can not be
accomplished with a more simple equivalent one-dimensional
duct.
Case CFD Simplified model Error
1 2867.1 W 2800.0 W 2.3 %
2 2841.7 W 2794.2 W 1.7 %
3 9160.3 W 8978.5 W 2.0 %
4 9113.7 W 8943.7 W 1.9 %
Table 3: Turbine power output W˙ error.
It has been shown that, while the overall turbine power out-
put error is small, there are some problems at high expansion
ratios. This is expected to happen due to two different limita-
tions of the current model: the rotor outlet flow angle is fixed
for all operating conditions and the losses models underestimate
the polytropic coefficient at high expansion ratios. As losses co-
efficients are adjusted for a fixed flow angle while in the CFD
simulation vary, their values are not optimally selected. A more
realistic rotor outlet flow angle model should enhance the model
results. Also, at very low expansion ratios flow detachment and
even inverse rotor and stator flow may appear, while the current
model can not compute properly these situations. These effects
limit the extrapolation capabilities of the presented model and
will be taken into account in future works.
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Figure 3: Turbine inlet corrected mass flow rate m˙∗1 vs. the turbine total to static
expansion ratio p1t/p5.
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Figure 4: Stator corrected mass flow rate m˙∗st vs. the stator total to static expan-
sion ratio p2t/p3.
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Figure 5: Rotor corrected mass flow rate m˙∗rt vs. the rotor total to static expan-
sion ratio p3t/p4.
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Figure 6: Stator outlet flow angle α3 vs. the stator total to static expansion ratio
p2t/p3.
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Figure 7: Stream lines at two different expansion ratios.
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Figure 8: Stator polytropic coefficient nst vs. the stator total to static expansion
ratio p2t/p3.
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Figure 9: Rotor polytropic coefficient nrt vs. the rotor total to static expansion
ratio p3t/p4.
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Figure 10: Turbine power output W˙ vs. the turbine total to static expansion
ratio p1t/p5.
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Figure 11: Volute outlet speed u2 for 181 krpm and 130 Hz.
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Figure 12: Volute total temperature T2t for 181 krpm and 130 Hz.
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4. Conclusions
This paper describes a simple turbine model aimed to be
used for transient pulsating flow applications typical of engine
development. The model has proved to successfully reproduce
the behaviour obtained by U-RANS simulations of an automo-
tive radial turbine at different operating speeds and pressure os-
cillation frequencies.
As the main accumulation and wave effects occur in the vo-
lute, an upgrade from the classic equivalent straight one-dimensional
duct is needed to better compute the turbine response at very
high frequencies. The turbine model presented here has not
been tested with high frequency boundary conditions, but it
shows promising results while computing the characteristics
of the flow across the volute. At 130 Hz, the wave length is
about 3.8 m for the tested cases, while the volute length is about
0.25 m, only an order of magnitude smaller: the wave effects
are important enough to be seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12,
and the model is able to capture them. Also, both the mass
flow rate and the turbine power output is better reproduced us-
ing the quasi-bidimensional turbine than with a classical one-
dimensional model of the volute. With classical equivalent one-
dimensional volute models some of the accumulation and wave
effects are captured, but their results are inherently less capa-
ble of capturing high frequency effects: at any given time, there
could be important differences in the flow characteristics at dif-
ferent positions inside the volute that can not be computed.
With the quasi-bidimensional volute, different stator channels
may be subjected to different inlet conditions, while with the
fully one-dimensional volute there is only one equivalent sta-
tor channel exposed to the duct outlet conditions. It is even
possible to use different volute window areas for each cell in
case that in the real turbine some channel blockage is expected
due to mounting screws. The quasi-bidimensional model is also
trivially adapted to twin-entry and waste-gate turbines.
Also, it has been demonstrated that a BEM model is able to
compute the stator outlet flow angle with good precision even
for transient pulsating flow applications only by imposing basic
geometric information. This is specially important in order to
compute the turbine behaviour at stator angles not represented
in the turbine map: the angle does not need to be interpolated
but can be directly computed. With more complex vane ge-
ometries it should be possible to get good results by rising the
number of panels used to approximate the blades. The BEM
model starts to fail with low expansion ratios due to the flow
being too distant from homentropic conditions but behaves well
at high Mach number. In order to improve the predictions with
wide wakes and flow detachments while maintaining low com-
putational costs, general correlations coupled with the current
model should be developed.
The small hysteretic behaviour of the stator and the rotor is
also approximated, although it has low influence in the global
behaviour of the turbine at low and medium frequencies. At
very high frequencies, however, it is expected that this hys-
teretic effects will grow.
In order to improve and test the presented model, the fol-
lowing works will be made:
• Test the model at high frequencies (1000 Hz and higher).
• Test the model with more complex stator geometries.
• Improve rotor modelling by computing its outlet relative
flow angle.
• Improve stator and rotor losses modelling.
• Test whether general correlations for stator outlet flow
angle and polytropic coefficients at very low expansion
ratios and, thus, partially detached flow are feasible.
Appendix A. Detailed model description
In this section, the model will be described in detail. First,
the method used to compute one-dimensional models will be
described, including the special case of the volute. Then, the
stator model will be presented. Last, the rotor model will be
shown.
Appendix A.1. One-dimensional elements
One-dimensional elements such as the inlet and outlet are
discretised using a finite-volume approach, dividing each one
in computational cells that are described by their state vector:
w =
 ρρ · u
ρ · et
 =
 ρρ · u
ρ · cv · T + ρ · u2/2
 (A.1)
where ρ is the density, u is the fluid speed, cv is the specific heat
capacity at constant volume, T is the fluid temperature and p is
the fluid pressure. Also, an ideal gas law is used
The finite-volume problem is computed using a Godunov’s
scheme, as first described in the work by the mentioned author
[27]:
dw¯i
dt
=
(
Ai−1,i · Fi−1,i − Ai,i+1 · Fi,i+1 + Ci)
Vi
(A.2)
where t is the time, w¯i represents the mean value of the state
vector in the cell i, Ai−1,i is the boundary surface between cell
i−1 and cell i, Fi−1,i is the flow vector between cells i−1 and i,
Ci is the source terms vector affecting cell i and Vi is the volume
of the cell.
The source term is computed as:
Ci =
 0pi · (Ai−1,i − Ai,i+1)0
 (A.3)
The flow vector is obtained by using an approximate Rie-
mann solver: several methods has been implemented to asses
their validity for this particular problem. Equation A.2 is solved
iteratively using a classical ODE solver: again, several solvers
has been implemented and tested. The time-step ∆t is chosen at
each integration step in order to obey the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy (CFL) condition [28].
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In order to improve the spatial accuracy of the integration, a
second order Monotone Upstream-centered Schemes for Con-
servation Laws (MUSCL) scheme has been implemented. In a
MUSCL scheme, as described by van Leer in [21], the state vec-
tor is reconstructed at each side of the boundary between two
cells at the beginning of each time-step using a linear or higher
order extrapolation, limiting this extrapolation so the scheme
obtains total variation diminishing (TVD) properties. A linear
extrapolation has been chosen, so second order accuracy is ob-
tained where the state vector is smooth enough, degrading the
solution to first order where sharp discontinuities are present.
Several limiter functions have been implemented and tested,
finding only small differences between them.
The connection between one-dimensional elements is com-
puted using a virtual duct consisting of four cells: two for the
ending of the first element and other two for the start of the
other element. This way, the flow vector between the second
and the third virtual cells is the flow that leaves the last cell of
the first element and the one that enters the first cell of the sec-
ond element, maintaining second order TVD properties in the
boundary condition.
In the particular case of the volute, the flow is supposed to
be fundamentally one-dimensional except for the small lateral
window that connects it with the stator: at each time-step the
stator is solved as a boundary condition that generates addi-
tional source terms in the volute. Each volute cell is connected
to a stator channel:
Ci =

dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
st
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
st
· u
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
st
· cp · Tt

i
(A.4)
where
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
sti
is the mass flow rate that goes through the vo-
lute window at cell i to the stator. This source terms vector is
summed with the normal source terms vector. The volute has
other particularity: its end is connected to its inlet, so some re-
circulation is possible. The volute inlet is, thus, connected to
the volute outlet and to the turbine inlet duct outlet.
The stator model also maintains some accumulation effects
and it is partly simulated as an equivalent cell with a volume
equal to the actual volume occupied by the real stator. The flow
vector that enters the stator is computed as:
F =

∑ dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
st,i
0∑ dmdt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
st
· cp · Tt

i

(A.5)
and the flow vector that leaves the stator and enters the rotor is:
F =

dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
rt
0
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
rt
· cp · T3t

(A.6)
where
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
rt
is the mas flow rate that goes through the rotor
and T3t is the total temperature at the stator finite-volume cell.
The presence of this stator cell not only provides accumulation
effects for the stator, but also uncouples the rotor from the stator
flow: as this is known at the stator cell at the beginning of each
time-step, it can be used as an input for the rotor flow simulation
instead of solving the coupled stator-rotor system.
Finally, the flow that enters the boundary between the rotor
and the turbine outlet is:
F =

dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
rt
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
rt
· w4 · sin β4 + p4
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
rt
· cp · T4t

(A.7)
where w4 is the rotor outlet relative speed, β4 is the rotor outlet
relative flow angle and T4t is the total temperature at the rotor
outlet.
Appendix A.2. Stator flow
Each stator channel outlet speed is computed assuming a
constant total enthalpy evolution:
T2t i = T3t i ⇒ ust,i =
√
2 · cp · (T2t − T3)
∣∣∣∣∣
i
=
√√√
2 · R · γ
γ − 1 · T2t ·
1 −
 p2tp3

1−nst
nst

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
i
(A.8)
where usti is the stator outlet speed for the stator channel con-
nected to the volute cell i, nst is the polytropic coefficient of
the evolution, the conditions at the stator inlet T2t i and p2t i are
computed in the cell i at the volute and the pressure p3 is the
pressure computed at the cell that represents the accumulation
effects of the stator.
To compute the mass flow rate, the stator outlet density is
needed:
ρ3 =
p3
R · T3 =
p3
p2t,i
· T2t,i
T3
· p2t,i
R · T2t,i
=
p2t,i
R · T2t,i ·
 p2t,ip3
− 1nst
(A.9)
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The mass flow rate that flows outside the volute cell i is:
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
st,i
= A3 ·CDst
Aw,i∑
Aw,i
· sinα3
·
 p2tR · T2t ·
 p2tp3
− 1nst · ust

i
(A.10)
where CDst represents a discharge coefficient that reflects that
the area at the compressor outlet is partially blocked by the rotor
blades, Awi is the volute window surface at cell i and α3 is the
absolute stator outlet angle, i.e., the flow angle measured in an
inertial reference frame fixed in the turbine body. α3 is equal
to 0 when the flow is fully tangential and travels in the same
direction than the rotor blades, and is equal to pi/2 when the
flow is fully radial. The stator outlet mean speed ust can be
computed using this mass flow rate:
ust =
∑
ust,i ·
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
i∑ dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
i
(A.11)
CDst is computed as follows:
CDst =
A3 − Art,in,bl
A3
=
2 · pi · rrt,in · yst − Art,bl
2 · pi · rrt,in · yst (A.12)
where A3 is the stator outlet surface, Art,in,bl is the surface blocked
by the rotor blades at its inlet, rrt,in is the rotor inlet radius and
yst is the stator height.
In the case that very large expansion ratio occurs in the sta-
tor, the flow will become choked: to compute this situation, the
following procedure is used:
• The stator outlet pressure that generates choked flow is
computed, see Equation A.13.
• The evolution is calculated between the stator total in-
let pressure and the stator outlet pressure that generates
choke.
• The stator outlet speed is computed iteratively in order to
comply with the following:
– The mass flow rate should be that of sonic blockage.
– The total temperature is conserved.
– The ideal gas law is obeyed.
In choke conditions, the stator outlet speed is equal to the
speed of sound. This gives the following equation:
p3,ch,i = p2t,i ·
γ + 12

nst,i
1−nst,i
(A.13)
To compute the polytropic coefficient found in Equation A.10,
the real evolution is divided in two effective simple ideal pro-
cesses, which are shown schematically in Figure A.13:
• An evolution from p2t to p2t − ∆pst,loss, where some total
pressure is dissipated increasing the specific entropy.
• An isentropic evolution from p2t − ∆pst,loss to p3.
s
T
pt,Tt pt − ∆p,Tt
p,T
Figure A.13: Schematic evolution for modelling losses.
This evolution is equivalent to the direct one with a poly-
tropic coefficient:
 p2tp3

nst−1
nst
=
 p2t − ∆pst,lossp3

γ−1
γ
(A.14)
The dissipated stagnation pressure due to losses in the stator
is assimilated to the losses in a passage due to turbulence, which
are proportional to the dynamic pressure:
∆pst,loss = Kst,loss ·
ρ2 · |ui|2
2
(A.15)
where the dynamic pressure is that of the stator inlet, taking into
account both components of the speed (tangential and radial):
ρ2 · |ui|2 = ρ2 · ui2 +
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
st,i
· 1
Aw,i
(A.16)
where the tangential speed has been approximated by the mean
tangential speed in the volute cell and the radial speed is com-
puted using the mass flow rate that leaves the volute cell by its
window. In order to accelerate the computation, the mass flow
rate used to compute the losses can be the one from the last
time-step.
Finally, the stator flow angle is approximated assuming bidi-
mensional, inviscid, uncompressible and homentropic condi-
tions. It is important to note that these assumptions are only
used to compute the stator outlet flow angle. This way, there
is potential flow in the stator and the speed can be computed
solving Laplace’s equation.
Laplace’s equation can be solved using a boundary elements
method (BEM), as can be seen in the work from Katz and Plotkin
[29]:
• Each stator blade is discretised as a single panel.
– A point vortex singularity is placed in the quarter-
chord point.
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– The flow is forced to be tangential to the three-quarter-
chord point.
• The flow has polar periodicity.
• A point vortex singularity is placed in the centre of the
stator plane.
• An unitary point sink singularity is placed in the centre
of the stator plane.
• The speed is forced to have the same mean angle at the
stator inlet as it has at the volute outlet in the last integra-
tion step.
• After solving the BEM problem, the speed angle is ob-
tained at the stator outlet control point.
This simplified model can be seen in Figure 2. In this figure,
the stator blades are descretised as single flat panels and the
flow is forced to be tangential to the three-quarter-chord points
and to the known stator inlet flow from the last time-step. The
blades may be discretised with more panels if a lack of accuracy
is observed with only one element per blade.
The induced speed at point p due to an unitary sink singu-
larity at point s is:
usink (p, s) = −

cos θ
2 · pi · |p− s|
sin θ
2 · pi · |p− s|
 (A.17)
where θ is the angle formed between the radius vector p and
the radius vector s. The induced speed at point p due to a point
vortex singularity at point s is:
uvortex (p, s) = Γ ·

sin θ
2 · pi · |p− s|
− cos θ
2 · pi · |p− s|
 (A.18)
where Γ is the vortex strength. Imposing the boundary condi-
tions, so the induced speed due to all the singularities is tangen-
tial to the last computed flow at the stator inlet and to the stator
blades at the three-quarter-chord point of a blade, the problem
becomes:
AIC ·
(
Γbl
Γorigin
)
= −
[
usink
(
pbl,bc, o
) · nbl,bc
usink
(
pst,in,bc, o
) · nst,in,bc
]
(A.19)
where AIC is the matrix of aerodynamic influence coefficients,
Γbl is the vortex strength of the stator blades, Γorigin is the vortex
strength of the origin, pbl,bc is the three-quarter-chord point of
one of the blades, nbl,bc is the normal vector to the blade chord
at that point, o is the point at the origin of the stator reference
frame, pst,in,bc is the point at the stator inlet where the flow speed
angle at the last time-step is known and nst,in,bc is the normal
vector to that flow speed. AIC is computed as follows:
AIC1,1 =
∑
uvortex
(
pbl,bc, pbl,qc
)
· nbl,bc
AIC1,2 = uvortex
(
pbl,bc, o
) · nbl,bc
AIC2,1 =
∑
uvortex
(
pst,in,bc, pbl,qc
)
· nst,in,bc
AIC2,2 = uvortex
(
pst,in,bc, o
) · nst,in,bc
(A.20)
where pbl,qc is the blade quarter-chord point where the vortex
is located. AIC1,1 and AIC2,1 are computing using a summa-
tory for all the blades quarter-chord points. As seen in Equa-
tion A.20, the second row of AIC has to be computed only if
there is a change in the geometry of the stator (i.e., the blades
are rotated) and the first row only depends of the inlet flow angle
for a given position of the blades, so memoisation techniques
has been applied in order to minimise even more the compu-
tational cost of computing the stator outlet flow angle. After
solving Equation A.19 and obtaining the strength of the vor-
texes, the induced speed is computed at a point in the stator
outlet: α3 is taken as the angle of this induced speed.
Appendix A.3. Rotor flow
The rotor outlet speed is computed assuming a constant
rothalpy evolution. This way, the rotor outlet relative speed w4
becomes:
T3t,rel −
(
ω · rrt,in)2
2 · cp = T4 −
(
ω · r¯rt,out)2 − w24
2 · cp (A.21)
w4 =
[
2 · cp · (T3t,rel − T4)
−ω2 ·
(
r2rt,in − r¯2rt,out
)] 1
2
(A.22)
w4 =
2 · γγ − 1 · R · T3t,rel ·
1 −
 p3t,relp4

1−nrt
nrt

−ω2 ·
(
r2rt,in − r¯2rt,out
)} 1
2
(A.23)
where ω is the rotational speed of the rotor, rrt,in is the rotor
inlet radius and r¯rt,out is the rotor outlet mean radius. The rela-
tive pressure and temperature p3t,rel and T3t,rel are computed as
follows:
T3t,rel = T3 +
w23
2 · cp (A.24)
p3t,rel = p3t ·
T3t,relT3t

γ−1
γ
(A.25)
The rotor inlet pressure and temperature are that of the sta-
tor cell and the outlet pressure is the pressure of the first cell of
the turbine outlet.
The rotor inlet relative speed w3 is computed as:
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w3,r = ust · sinα3
w3,τ = ust · cosα3 − ω · rrt,in
w3 =
√
w23,r + w
2
3,τ
(A.26)
where w3,r is the radial rotor inlet relative speed and w3,τ is the
tangential rotor inlet relative speed. A schematic drawing of
the rotor inlet is shown in Figure A.14, while the rotor outlet is
shown in Figure A.15.
w3
β3
α3 ust
ω · rrt,in
rrt,in
Figure A.14: Rotor inlet velocity scheme.
w4
β4
α4
u4
ω · r¯rt,out
r¯rt,out
Figure A.15: Rotor outlet velocity scheme.
To compute the rotor mass flow rate, the rotor outlet density
is needed:
ρ4 =
p4
R · T4 =
p4
p3t,rel
· T3t,rel
T4
· p3t,rel
R · T3t,rel
=
p3t,rel
R · T3t,rel ·
 p3t,relp4
− 1nrt
(A.27)
Thus, the rotor outlet mass flow rate becomes:
dm
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
rt
=
p3t,rel
R · T3t,rel ·
 p3t,relp4
− 1nrt · A4 · sin β4 · w4 (A.28)
The rotor outlet total temperature is:
T4t = T3t,rel ·
 p3,relp4

nrt−1
nrt
+
(w4 · sin β4)2
2 · cp
+
(
w4 · cos β4 + ω · r¯rt,out)2
2 · cp
(A.29)
As in the case of the stator, the polytropic coefficient can be
computed using losses models that dissipate stagnation pressure
from the rotor inlet conditions to a virtual state after which a
constant-entropy evolution is done.
In this case, several losses models are used to compute ∆prt,loss.
The first implemented model is due to Futral and Wasserbauer
[30], and it is commonly known as the NASA model. This
model can be implemented by a first virtual kinetic energy loss
equivalent to the kinetic energy of the tangential component of
the rotor inlet flow followed by an isobaric process to recover
the rotor inlet total relative temperature:
∆prt,loss,NAS A
p3t,rel
= 1 −
T3t,rel −
w23·sin(β3,opt−β3)
2
2·cp
T3t,rel

γ
γ−1
(A.30)
where β3 is the stator outlet flow angle in relative coordinates
and β3,opt is the rotor inlet optimum angle. At the rotor inlet
optimum angle the flow experiences no losses due to the NASA
shock losses model.
The second losses model is due to Wasserbauer and Glass-
man [31], and it is computed as a stagnation pressure loss pro-
portional to the dynamic pressure at the rotor outlet plus the
radial component of the rotor inlet dynamic pressure:
∆prt,loss,psg =
Kloss,psg
2
·
(
ρ3 · w23,r + ρ4 · w24
)
(A.31)
where Kloss,psg is a constant for a given turbine. The last time-
step rotor outlet relative velocity can be used to reduce compu-
tational costs. Thus, the total pressure loss becomes:
∆prt,loss = ∆prt,loss,NAS A + ∆prt,loss,psg (A.32)
Although tip clearance losses due to recirculation affect the
rotor efficiency as can be seen in some recent works such as
Huang’s thesis [32], the U-RANS simulations used to calibrate
the model lacked such effects, so no tip clearance losses model
has been implemented.
Finally, if the rotor pressure ratio is high enough, the flow
becomes sonic in the rotor throat. The rotor outlet pressure that
produces critic conditions can be computed similarly to that of
the stator, as seen in Equation A.13.
p4,ch =

2 · cp · T3t,rel − ω2
(
r2rt,in − r¯2rt,out
)
1 + 2
γ − 1
 · γ · R · T3t,rel

nrt
nrt−1
(A.33)
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At each time-step, p4,ch is computed: if the rotor outlet
pressure is less than it, the mass flow rate is computed as if
p4 = p4,ch and the final outlet speed is computed so the gas law
is obeyed and the rotor outlet total temperature is equal to that
of the rotor throat.
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Nomenclature
A Area m2
a Speed of sound m s−1
B.C. Boundary condition
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
cv Specific heat capacity at constant
volume
J kg−1 K−1
cp Specific heat capacity at constant
pressure
J kg−1 K−1
e Specific internal energy J kg−1
h Specific enthalpy J kg−1
ICE Internal combustion engine
n Polytropic coefficient
p Pressure Pa
R Gas constant J kg−1 K−1
r Radius m
s Specific entropy J kg−1 K−1
T Temperature K
t Time s
u Speed m s−1
V Volume m
W˙ Power W
x Length, position m
y Height m
Vectors and matrices
AIC Aerodynamic influence coeffi-
cients matrix
C Source terms vector
F Flow terms vector
n Unitary normal vector m
o Stator reference frame origin m
p Point position m
s Point position m
w State vector
Subscripts
bc Boundary condition
bl Blade
ch Choked, critic flow
i Cell number
in Inlet
loss Losses
NAS A NASA losses model
o Origin
opt Optimum
out Outlet
psg Passage losses model
re f Refference quantity
rel Relative
rt Rotor
sink Sink singularity
st Stator
t Total or stagnation conditions
vortex Vortex singularity
w Volute window
0 Domain inlet
1 Turbine inlet
2 Stator inlet
3 Stator outlet
4 Rotor outlet
5 Turbine outlet
6 Domain outlet
Greek letters
α Absolute flow angle rad
β Relative flow angle rad
∆ Difference, step, length
Γ Vortex strength m2 s−1
γ Specific heat capacities ratio
λ Pressure propagation speed m s−1
ω Rotational speed rad s−1
τ Tangential component
ρ Density kg m−3
θ Angle rad
Overbar
¯ Mean value
˙ Time-derivative
∗ Corrected value
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